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“Previously the UK Climate Change Act has been regarded as a world-leading climate policy
but critics say that accolade is now seriously in doubt.”
– Roger Harrabin, BBC Environment Analyst, July 2015

“We are committed to the UK Climate Change Act 2008.”
– Nick Hurd MP, Minister for Climate Change and Industry, September 2016

“Failing to prepare is preparing to fail.”
– Boy Scout motto
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Summary of recommendations
This report finds that the Climate Change Act - the UK's groundbreaking law, now eight years
old - has in practice been dangerously neglected. The Act is a living law, and it must be treated
as such. Successive governments have failed to close the policy gap for the UK to meet the
fourth carbon budget in the 2020s, a gap which has persisted for five years. Dramatic shifts in
policy have been to the detriment of investor confidence. The operational and decision-making
machinery that make the Act work across government and over time have fallen by the wayside.
Unless government now changes substantially the way the Act works in practice, there is a very
real risk that we will miss future carbon budgets.
Political commitment to the Act remains high. Likewise, the UK has signalled its commitment to
making good on its international climate leadership, having expressed its firm intention to ratify
the Paris Agreement by the end of the year.
2016 is the year that the UK must demonstrate its commitment with real action. Government has
the flexibility, within the framework of the Act, to determine a preferred course for the UK's
sustainable and cost-effective transition to a low-carbon economy. As it does so, it must take a
consistent, coherent and transparent approach to implementing that new program and the Act
more broadly.
ClientEarth recommends that government acts urgently to put the Climate Change Act back on
track by taking the following actions:
The government should publish a new Emissions Reduction Plan by the end of 2016 in
accordance with previous commitments. It should, in line with best practice and its stated
intentions, develop the Plan openly and with the engagement of as wide a range of stakeholders
as possible.
The Emissions Reduction Plan needs to:
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set out a single, intended policy path which is coherent, sustainable and projected to
close the fourth and fifth carbon budget policy gaps;



describe in sufficient detail and clarity "proposals and policies" that will (not just
can) deliver the necessary emissions reductions, showing how the expected emissions
savings of each contributes to meeting future carbon budgets;



be a 'living' document, updated annually and in a form which allows for direct
comparison from year to year;



re-establish a system of clear and realistic policy milestones to guide the efforts of
individual government departments and against which progress can be judged;
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integrate with complementary elements of governance as they evolve, and describe
clearly how they will function together.

At the same time, it is important that government renews and restores the machinery of
the Act, to make it work across government and from year to year, as follows:
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Active and transparent carbon budget management according to key policy
decisions.



Updated emissions projections published frequently in a clear, user-friendly and timely
manner - perhaps through a 'carbon budget transparency platform'.



Climate policy integrated across government, including establishing a new national
emissions target (NET) Board (or equivalent).



Policy milestones regularly updated and progress accounted for.
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Introduction: The need for a revival
For all of the Climate Change Act's strengths, it ultimately depends for its success on the
governments that implement it. This report describes how in this respect there is reason for real
concern. Even though the Act enjoys firm and broad political support; even though targets are
set and deadlines are met; nonetheless successive governments have persistently failed to plan
to meet future targets and to put in place the policies needed to drive underlying emissions
reductions. This is now damaging investor confidence, and these failures cannot be sustained
any longer.
What we see, over recent years, is a gradual but serious failure of a range of governance
mechanisms critical to the success of the Act. Indeed, if the government's approach to the Act is
not reinvigorated, if these underlying failures are not addressed, we run the risk that, in time, the
Act could fail. This would be a disaster for the UK's efforts to tackle climate change and have
serious repercussions globally.
The conclusion of this report is that, at this important juncture – when the world is rapidly
adjusting to the opportunities of Paris, and a new government and a new department are
assessing afresh the progress made and the challenges we face - we have both an opportunity
and an urgent need for the UK to put the Climate Change Act back on a firm footing for the
crucial years ahead. In recent years, the Act's foundations have been neglected. We have no
time to waste in reviving the Act and getting back on track.
The report begins, in Section 1, with a reminder of the international and domestic legal and
political context. Section 2 introduces how the Act itself works and why it is so valuable in the
UK's transition to a low-carbon economy. Section 3 describes in some detail the nature of the
Act's neglect: first, superficially, as witnessed by unstable policy-making and falling investor
confidence; and then by examining deeper and long-established government failures that are
undermining the ability of the Act to deliver smooth, transparent and long-term policy planning.
Following this is a brief consideration, in Section 4, of a breach of the Act that has been allowed
to persist over a number of years: the fourth carbon budget policy gap. Section 5 considers why
the failures identified in this report have, so far, not been addressed. Finally, Section 6
describes what is needed to get the Climate Change Act back on track before it is too late. In
this endeavour, the coming months will be critical.
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1. Building on Paris
In December 2015, the world community reached agreement on the need to limit global average
temperatures to "well below" 2°C or 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels - and on a mechanism
aiming to deliver those reductions. Described as "the world's greatest diplomatic success"1 and a
"major leap for mankind"2 the Paris Agreement establishes a legal framework that gives real
hope that the worst effects of climate change can be avoided.
The Paris Agreement works in five-yearly periods; establishing planning and reporting
obligations to enable countries to meet targets that ratchet up over time. For those in the UK,
this mechanism is familiar: it derives from our own Climate Change Act, passed in 2008. The
similarities in design mean the UK is in a particularly good position to translate Paris into
domestic law3 and, as an important first step towards doing so the government committed to
implementing a net-zero emissions target in domestic law.4 It has also committed to ratifying the
Paris Agreement before the end of the year.5
The Climate Change Act is itself an amplifier of the UK's international climate diplomacy, and
Paris was no exception, where the UK participated in the "high ambition coalition" that pushed
for the inclusion of the 1.5°C target. As Amber Rudd, then Secretary of State at the Department
of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) (and now Home Secretary) said in July 2015, referring
to the Act:
“ ... our carbon budgets are much admired by other countries in terms of having that structure
in place. // ... nobody raises with the UK internationally concerns about us because we are so
far ahead of most other countries in terms of our commitment, our structure, our investment in
this area.”6

The Act has indeed been a powerful force for good internationally, not only amplifying the UK's
relatively progressive voice on climate change, but also inspiring other countries to pursue
similar emissions reduction laws.7 The Act remains a world-leader and should - provided it lives
up to its promise - continue to bolster the UK’s positive influence in this area in the years to
come.
Domestically, support for the law has remained strong across the political spectrum.8 David
Cameron cited the Act approvingly on numerous occasions, noting that "Britain has probably
some of the most advanced climate change legislation and targets and system of climate
change carbon budgeting of any country anywhere in the world."9
The importance of the Act was evident when the government confirmed in June that its 2030
target - its "fifth carbon budget" - would be set at a level that keeps the current 2050 goal in
sight. This was testament to the power of the Climate Change Act to rise above the political
turmoil of the time and continue to do what it is designed to do: lay out a long-term pathway for
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reducing emissions that is as cost-effective as possible, thus giving stakeholders and investors
confidence in that transition.
Theresa May's new government has confirmed that it understands the value of the Act and is
committed to making it work.10 The disappearance of the words "Climate Change" in the new
architecture of government set some alarm bells ringing. But, with climate change rolled into the
new Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (DBEIS), there are valuable
opportunities too: a stronger department should be capable of elevating and integrating climate
change considerations across government in a way that a more specialised department was
almost bound to struggle to do. On this, the government's explanatory note on the establishment
of DBEIS sets a promising tone:
"The merger [of the Department of Energy and Climate Change and the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills] will enable a whole-economy approach to delivering our
climate change ambitions".11

Subsequent statements by Ministers at the department have also been encouraging. Indeed, on
Jesse Norman MP's optimistic account, the department's creation "shows that climate change
has become an absolutely mainstream part of our political life."12 Time will tell.
The new government is by no means the first to champion the importance of the Climate
Change Act. But good intentions are not enough. Through the Paris Agreement, the countries of
the world have finally, unambiguously, awoken to the urgent need for concerted action on
climate change. In this endeavour, the UK has been a first mover. It still has the great benefit of
its world-leading climate law, which should help ensure that its transition to a low-carbon future
is cost-effective and sustainable. But that law it is no longer working as it needs to.
The Climate Change Act must be a living law, and the recommendations in this report are
intended to assist government in reviving it.
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2. The Climate Change Act and why we need it
An introduction to the Act
The Climate Change Act establishes legally binding emissions targets – for 2050 and for the
five-yearly binding carbon budgets leading up to that date.
Budgetary period

Years covered

1
2
3
4
5
6
…
…

2008-12
2013-17
2018-22
2023-27
2028-32
2033-37
…
2050

Carbon budget
(GHG emissions, MtCO2e)
3,018
2,782
2,544
1,950
1,765
Set by 30/06/21
…
159

Average annual
reduction (cf.1990)
- 23 %
- 29 %
- 35 %
- 50 %
- 57 %
…
…
- 80 %

Equally important - but more often overlooked - are the parts of the Act that aim at the
complementary purpose of driving progress towards meeting those targets.
This second pillar of the Act - the "Governance Framework" - is constructed from a web of
planning and reporting obligations, placed primarily on the government and the independent
expert body established by the Act, the Committee on Climate Change ("CCC"). These duties
produce a kind of transparent dialogue that invites political accountability.
In particular, the Governance Framework expressly requires government:





to put into place policy plans that allow future carbon budgets to be met.13
to publish, shortly after each new carbon budget is set:
o details of current policy plans (capable of meeting the new carbon budget);14 and
o "indicative annual ranges" of emissions according to the policy plans (specifically
in relation to the new carbon budget).15
to release statements of emissions annually.16

Each year, the CCC must produce a report assessing “the progress that has been made
towards meeting the carbon budgets that have been set”, and the government must publish its
formal response some three months later.17
The CCC has other duties under the Act to make recommendations to government on a range of
specific issues, not least the appropriate level for the carbon budgets that are set every five
years. There are also numerous provisions in the Act relating to adaptation, not considered in
this report.18
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The Governance Framework is hugely important because, even against the backdrop of legally
binding targets, the low political salience of climate change – its tendency to be lost among more
tangible and familiar concerns – can undermine consistent and committed efforts to
decarbonise. The requirement to regularly reappraise progress ensures that climate change
remains on the radar of government and Parliament. And the long-term perspective of the Act
seeks to remove climate policy-making from the short-term politics of a parliamentary cycle.
The result - if the Act is working as it should - is a mechanism that delivers a smooth, coherent
and credible transition to a low carbon economy: a transition that makes economic as well as
environmental sense.
Climate policy as a sound investment
The Climate Change Act, if functioning properly, can be seen as an instrument for minimising
the cost of, and maximising the economic opportunities that come with, tackling climate change.
Globally, reducing carbon emissions early is expected to prevent comparatively huge financial
losses being suffered from the future effects of climate change.19 The UK specifically will find
economic value in setting and adhering to ambitious climate targets: deriving from reduced
future environmental impacts (national as well as global), job creation and higher wages and
improvements in health and local environmental quality associated with lower emissions.20
Lord Bourne, until July a Minister at DECC, underlined in April how "[s]ince Paris, the message
to businesses and investors has been clear: the future is low carbon."21 This low carbon future
needs innovation and investment, and the emissions targets in the Climate Change Act signal to
investors - should signal to investors, if backed up by action - that the UK is committed to
realigning its economy towards this future. Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England,
describing recently the drivers of the transition to a low-carbon economy, said: "governments will
establish the frameworks, and the private sector will make the investments."22
In the same speech, Mr Carney noted the "major opportunity" represented by green investment "for both long-term investors and macroeconomic policymakers." The UK's green economy is
already worth an estimated £46.2bn23 - by an alternative measure, many times larger than the
UK's aerospace, pharmaceuticals or chemicals industries.24 A recent Grantham Institute report
concludes that "The UK is well-positioned to benefit from a global transition to a more resourceefficient and renewable economy, provided flexible structural policies allow it to utilise its
comparative advantages."25
In addressing climate change, governments always face the temptation to take action later, but it
is more cost-effective to take early action - provided that action is not too abrupt.26 The Climate
Change Act helps in these respects: countering short-sighted politics, encouraging long-term
planning and a stable policy environment, and charting a smooth, cost-effective, trajectory to
reduce emissions, through carbon budgets set in line with the advice of the expert Committee on
Climate Change (CCC).27 This incentivises investment and supports the development of the
green economy.
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On the benefits of meeting the fourth carbon budget specifically (2023-2027), the CCC has
concluded that doing so offered "a cost saving of over £100 billion versus a scenario that
delayed action beyond the 2020s, alongside improvements in the UK’s energy sovereignty and
wider health and environmental benefits, such as improved air quality.”28
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3. The neglect of the Climate Change Act
Credible targets need consistent policies
The emissions targets in the Climate Change Act are as credible as any legal target could
realistically be. First, they are legally binding on government. Secondly, as noted, progress
towards meeting the targets is encouraged by the Act's Governance Framework.
Credible targets are necessary, but they are not on their own sufficient to drive the economic
transition that is needed. Ultimately, large-scale investment shifts occur only when sufficiently
strong signals are given to the market by consistent and long-term policy-making. Likewise,
uncertain government action can undermine investor confidence. As Professor Mariana
Mazzucato puts it: "The fact that business only invests when there are clear signals about future
returns means that those countries that fiddle too much with such signals discourage investment
or miss out on it entirely."29 Consistency in policy-making is particularly necessary in energy and
energy-intensive industry given the inertia in those systems once built.30 Consistent and longterm policymaking is needed across the economy, to ensure that "the entire infrastructural
network that the UK is locking into … is consistent with the government's decarbonisation
commitments."31
In the context of the Climate Change Act, a lack of strong policy signals has long been
problematic. By 2013, this was already evident. According to Dr Matthew Lockwood of the
University of Exeter:
"The Act provided some certainty on high-level targets and budgets, but particular investments
depend on the details of policies, and heightened uncertainty at this level since 2011 has had
a corrosive effect [on those in the business community who see opportunities in the low
carbon transition]."32

The situation since 2013 has, if anything, deteriorated.
Inconsistent climate policy and its consequences
Recent government action on climate policy-making has been widely criticised.33 Commonly, the
criticism is of the substance of policy: that decisions taken by government are likely to increase
emissions and make carbon budgets more difficult to meet.
In November 2015, an 'energy policy audit' carried out by the BBC found that, of 16 planned
policy changes then announced to date by the new government, 15 were judged likely to
increase emissions (and the effect of the 16th was unclear).34 This audit was undertaken before
further decisions were taken that were expected to harm decarbonisation efforts, such as the
relaxation of restrictions on fracking and the withdrawal of funding for the development of carbon
capture and storage (CCS).35 (The CCS decision, unless a new approach is quickly adopted, is
expected to be particularly damaging to the UK's prospects for meeting future carbon budgets.36)
17
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It goes without saying that governments may, from time to time, make decisions that on their
own are expected to lead to an increase in future carbon emissions. This need not be
problematic provided those decisions are consistent with a broader, coherent vision of future
progress.
But such a vision has been sorely lacking. Government has made poor decisions in this area in
part because it has failed to approach decision-making in the right way. In approaching climate
policy-making, government has not given sufficient regard to how the chances of meeting
carbon budgets will be impacted by proposed decisions. It has made policy changes suddenly
and in isolation, without proposing alternative means of reducing emissions or placing them in
the context of a wider, coherent plan which reduces emissions overall.
These failures are now described in turn.
A. Sudden changes to policy
As noted, the government's withdrawal of support for CCS was not only damaging in substance.
That the decision was taken without consultation or warning is a problem in itself - and can only
make investors more cautious about committing capital to future projects.37
As the House of Commons Energy and Climate Change (ECC) Committee heard, the CCS
announcement was so sudden that some stakeholders from the sector "had five minutes' notice.
In fact, one of the carbon capture parties said they found out on Twitter." 38 Shell - involved in
one of the two CCS projects competing for the funding - had "worked tirelessly" to develop plans
for the Peterhead CCS project but, following the government's decision, saw no future for the
project in the near term.39
As a whole, the series of policy announcements made in 2015 were described in a later report
by the ECC Committee as "dramatic", "unexpected" and "abrupt".40 Such changes are not
conducive to high investor confidence. Nor are they compatible with the emphasis placed on
sustainable, long-term policy planning by the Climate Change Act.
B. Failure to present replacement measures or to put the impact of decisions in context
Given the need to remain on track to meet future carbon budgets41 we should expect that "if
certain things [i.e. climate policies] are taken out, something else needs to be put back".42 As
Lord Deben, Chair of the CCC, said of the end of subsidies to onshore wind, announced in June
2015:
“This is a political step by the government, and it is perfectly reasonable for them to do – as
long as they are prepared to allow people to know ... what they are going to do instead [to
meet climate targets].”43
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It is not only perfectly reasonable, but necessary. Indeed, in a 2009 report on the implementation
of the Act, the government highlighted "the need to ensure that the effects of any new policies
that could increase emissions are carefully considered, and corresponding reductions found
elsewhere if this is necessary to meet the budget."44 However, the government does not now (if
it ever did) appear to do this as a matter of course. This again undermines the confidence that
investors can have that the UK's low carbon transition will remain on course.
We do not see what 'gains' will mitigate the 'losses' when damaging decisions are made. Nor do
we see what those losses are. The impact of climate policy decisions is not clearly quantified to
allow the overall progress towards meeting carbon budgets to be kept in perspective. As the
House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) has asked: “If you were to introduce
a new policy or change direction, how could the normal person measure or see what that would
mean for emissions reductions?”45
There is no satisfactory answer to this question. Government does publish Impact Assessments
in relation to proposed policies, and these include the expected impact on carbon emissions.
Annual Updated Energy and Emissions Projections are also published that present emissions
data by policy and, importantly, include the government's expectations of overall emissions in
the years ahead. Both are essential, but - as they are currently constituted - neither allows the
"normal person" (to quote the EAC) to see how an individual policy decision or a change of
direction relates to our legally binding carbon budgets.46
These failures can be brought into focus by considering as an example the tests devised by the
CCC under its statutory duty to ensure that any fracking in the UK is consistent with the Act's
targets.47 The third of the tests developed by the CCC is that "Additional production emissions
from shale gas wells will need to be offset through reductions elsewhere in the UK economy".48
The government's response implies that in practice it could not be otherwise: "The government's
commitment to meeting carbon budgets means that any additional emissions from shale gas
production would be accommodated within carbon budgets and offset by lower emissions in
other sectors."49 Unfortunately, current practices cannot justify such assumptions. And
experience suggests that additional emissions in one sector are not even routinely - let alone
systematically - offset by savings elsewhere. Without clear information relating individual
decisions to overall emissions projections, the government's adherence to the test set out by the
CCC simply cannot be monitored.
C. Failure to present a coherent policy picture
While individual decisions can undermine investor confidence, equally damaging is a failure to
adequately explain those decisions; to show stakeholders that they form part of a credible
overall plan for emissions reductions.
Perhaps in response to accusations about its increasingly disjointed climate policy decisions and
the lack of "a clear statement about what improved measures will be put in place"50 in November
2015, the last government presented a "policy reset". This included a welcome commitment to
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ensure coal power would be phased out by 2025, and it offered qualified encouragement for
offshore wind.51
However, the policy reset fell far short of what was needed. First, it was too narrow in scope.
Aside from the announcements mentioned, there was "very, very little detail."52 Secondly, the
reset made no attempt to ensure existing carbon budgets would be met.53 And thirdly, the reset
said nothing of the failures in government's decision-making processes that continued to hamper
the development of coherent climate policy. Finally, any impression of a new-found stability and
longsightedness in policy-making was undone when the CCS decision was made without
warning only one week later.
The need for a 'wider reset' of how the Climate Change Act works is discussed further in Section
6.
The impact on investment
Disjointed, erratic and short-term policy-making is precisely what the Climate Change Act is
designed to avoid. Indeed, it is possible to say there has been "too much" policy-making.54 When
mixed signals are given, investor confidence suffers. And this, in turn, can harm the
effectiveness of specific policies in need of investment.
In January 2016, David Cameron defended his government's record:
"I totally disagree with anyone who says that on the one hand Britain helped to pioneer this
climate change agreement [in Paris], and on the other hand that it is somehow backsliding on
its green commitments."55

But investor confidence tells a different story. This was clearly signalled in Ernst & Young's
(EY's) 2015 Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness Index56 in which the UK fell from 8th to
11th place (from 5th place in 2013), under the headline "UK policies unravel". In EY's May 2016
Index, the UK fell again, to 13th place, and the overall assessment by EY was stark:
"The UK government's noncommittal, if not antagonistic, approach to energy policy continues
to go against the grain of almost universal global support for renewables. Not only stalling
project development and investment inflows, this is arguably jeopardizing UK energy
security."57

This uncertain environment can be expected to increase the overall cost of the UK's transition to
a low-carbon economy; undermining rather than contributing to affordability.58 This was a point
underlined by the chair of the CCC in a letter to the DECC Secretary of State in September
2015:
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“The uncertainty created by changes to existing policies and a lack of replacement policies up
to and after 2020 could well lead to stop-start investment, higher costs and a risk that targets
to reduce emissions will be missed.”59
In March 2016, an ECC Committee report into "Investor confidence in the UK energy sector"
reaffirmed these messages.60 The Committee "heard that policy uncertainty was weakening the
case for investment in energy in the UK",61 and in its report quoted a pension Fund Manager as
follows:
"The criteria for investment decisions will vary depending upon the nature of the specific
transaction, but as a general matter policy stability is one of the key investment drivers.
Long term visibility is especially important here given the nature of infrastructure
investment and its close ties to regulation."62

The ECC Committee found policy stability and long-term policy visibility to be suffering. Yet the
Climate Change Act should guard against this. Why is it not doing so? It is proposed, in Section
5 of this report, that the Act has been read too narrowly, and also that unrealistic expectations of
the CCC’s ability to compel government action may have caused parliamentarians and civil
society to be too relaxed in holding government to account.
More directly, however, the problems of policy incoherence and instability are a result of
government failing to implement the governance practices that are needed to make the Act
work. These failures are described below, after a brief consideration of government’s
performance as assessed against the Act’s carbon budgets.
Neglecting the future now
In January, David Cameron described the government's progress under the Act as follows:
"We have made good on not only having those [carbon budgets] but actually meeting the
budgets time after time. As I say, we have reduced greenhouse gases by 15% since 2010 and
we are over-delivering against the budgets."63

This rosy picture of over-delivery is misleading. So far, only the first carbon budget period (20082012) has been completed. The second and third budgets (2013-2017; 2018-2022) are currently
expected to be met. However, for all the genuine progress that has been made in reducing
emissions since 2008,64 it is wrong to take "the key benchmark of our success [as] are we hitting
our carbon budgets".65
For one thing, success in meeting the first carbon budget can be attributed at least in part to the
economic crisis of 2007-08.66 And, as the CCC confirms, "Overall, meeting the second and third
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carbon budgets is not an indicator of being on track for meeting the fourth and fifth carbon
budgets and the 2050 target."67
More fundamentally, the Act is structured to provide for long-term planning as well as monitoring
progress at the current time. Meeting the longer-term goals is a function of planning under the
Act now. Focusing only on past or current emissions reductions will result in failing to meet the
longer-term targets, and having no time to remedy these failures.
The UK's progress under the Act when judged against future targets is far less positive than Mr
Cameron suggested. For example:


In each of the CCC's annual progress reports since 2009, concerns have been
expressed about underlying progress towards decarbonisation remaining stubbornly
inadequate.68



The CCC's most recent annual progress report (2016) was little different: "Whilst
emissions have fallen by an average of 4.5% a year since 2012, this has been almost
entirely due to progress in the power sector ... . There has been almost no progress in
the rest of the economy [including heating, transport, industry and waste], where
emissions have fallen less than 1% a year since 2012 on a temperature-adjusted
basis."69 The report lists 25 areas where new policies or stronger implementation of
existing policies is required if future targets are to be met.70



The likelihood of meeting the fourth carbon budget (2023-2027) appears no greater now
than when that budget was set in 2011.71 This longstanding "policy gap" to meeting the
fourth carbon budget is discussed in more detail in Section 4.

Why is the UK failing to make adequate progress? The immediate answer, as described above,
is that government has been too willing to take short-term decisions which set back the UK's
low-carbon transition - and too willing to do so without placing those decisions within a broader
framework of policies that inspire long-term political and investor confidence.
But these practices have their roots in failures of governance that undermine the Act by
impeding joined-up climate policy-making. Many of these issues were first highlighted in 2013 in
reports by the National Audit Office and the House of Commons Environmental Audit
Committee. The latter found, for example, that "[a]rrangements for managing and reporting
progress against the carbon budgets have not been working as intended and improvements are
needed to enhance transparency."72
Three years later, no progress has been made. The following section identifies four key areas of
neglect which must now be addressed.
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Government failures
1. A deficient and obsolete Carbon Plan. The Carbon Plan is a detailed report that
government is required to publish periodically.73 It establishes a framework to ensure proper
progress is made towards meeting all carbon budgets that have been set. It is an absolutely
key instrument: guiding long-term climate policy-making, facilitating public scrutiny and
compelling timely course-correction.74
Yet the current Carbon Plan was deficient even when it was first published, in 2011:
a. It presented a number of "illustrative scenarios" for how the fourth carbon budget
could be met, none of which was emphasised over the others, despite the Act's
requirement that government identify the proposals and policies that it intends to
follow.75
b. The illustrative scenarios that were set out provided insufficient detail and clarity as
regards the fourth carbon budget, such that they failed to constitute proposals and
policies as required by the Act.76
c. The Carbon Plan's proposed policies were insufficient to meet the fourth carbon
budget.77 This 'policy gap' constitutes a further legal failure; discussed in Section 4.
Since 2011, the Carbon Plan has not been updated and has fallen into neglect:
a. The deficiencies described above have not been remedied.
b. Each Carbon Plan should be regularly updated to remain current and effective.78 In
2011, the government committed to updating the Carbon Plan annually, describing
how it would be a 'live' document.79 But by 2013 no update had been published. The
EAC found that the Carbon Plan had become “out of date and requires revision” and
recommended annual updates.80 At that time, the government said that the illustrative
scenarios would be updated "in due course" and the EAC understood that “a revised
Carbon Plan … was due ‘very soon’.”81 Neither has been produced.
c. The failure to update the Carbon Plan means that even those emissions savings, by
policy, that were set out in the Carbon Plan for the first three carbon budgets82 - have
not been reproduced in the same format in the years since. This has impaired
scrutiny of progress, which is particularly damaging in the context of the other failures
highlighted in this report.
d. The Carbon Plan is central to securing public accountability under the Act. From this
perspective, claims made in 2013 that the Carbon Plan was still being used within
government "to track progress" are not exculpatory.83
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2. A system of policy milestones abandoned. The Carbon Plan included an action summary
consisting of “124 ‘milestones’ for delivery by departments and devolved administrations
against which departments will be held to account.”84
Arguably the milestones were inadequate from the start, being heavily 'front-loaded' towards
the first 18 months.85 This is not necessarily a problem, however, provided those milestones
are regularly updated over time but, in spite of government promising "additional milestones"
in 2013,86 none have ever been produced.
Successive governments have also failed to properly appraise progress against the
milestones. As the Carbon Plan itself described: "The government as a whole … reports
progress against the actions in the Carbon Plan on a quarterly basis via the Number 10
website, to support Parliament and the public in holding government to account.”87
Yet, strikingly, these quarterly reports simply ceased in 2012.88 In 2013, the government
stated that reporting had been "paused" to bring the milestones up to date, and that the
quarterly reports "will resume early in 2014." 89 Neither has happened. Instead, the
milestones have effectively been abandoned for four years. Some 67 of the milestones have
never been reported on.90
3. Ineffective co-ordination across government. The National Emissions Target (NET)
Board was established as "the principal governance mechanism for co-ordinating action [in
managing carbon budgets] across government and ensuring that departments are
accountable for their share of emissions reductions."91
This body was clearly envisaged to play an important role in the development and
implementation of climate policy. Detailed information about the Board is hard to come by,
however a 2013 report by the National Audit Office made a number of implicit criticisms.92 It
noted how infrequently the Board met, that attendance of senior officials was rare and also
the absence of evidence of the Board "taking action to hold Departments to account on
progress against individual policies in the Carbon Plan."93
Through 2014 and 2015, the NET Board met approximately every two months.94 But after
September 2015, it ceased to be.95 In its place the government set up the "Interministerial
Group on Clean Growth" (IGCG), in response to the VW emissions scandal and chaired by
Oliver Letwin. Climate policy, now being considered by the IGCG alongside air quality, no
longer had a devoted cross-departmental body.96
In spite of the importance of transparency in the Act, details of the IGCG's work have been
closely guarded.97 But, judged according to the stated aims of the NET Board - to ensure
that "legislative requirements are met" and that "policies to deliver carbon budgets are
identified and delivered and to challenge policies that could potentially make budgets harder
to reach"98 - the IGCG and its predecessor appear to have failed.99
In light of the recent changes to government departments, the future of the IGCG is now
highly uncertain. What is not in doubt is the need for a cross-departmental body devoted to
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managing progress across government towards meeting carbon budgets. As noted below,
the new departmental arrangements offer important opportunities for improved integration
across government. But a 'new NET board' - giving due prominence to climate targets,
operating more transparently and carrying greater weight and bite than it has in the past must be a key driver of this integration.
4. Failure to actively and transparently manage progress towards carbon budgets. As the
government stated in its 2009 Low Carbon Transition Plan (the predecessor of the 2011
Carbon Plan): "Every major decision now needs to take account of the impact on the carbon
budget as well as the financial budget."100 This reflects a key aim - even a requirement - of
the Act.101
Again, however, standards appear to have slipped. In July 2015, “a spokesman admitted [the
government] hadn’t calculated the likely impact on emissions of the change to subsidies and
taxes [which were expected to detrimentally affect the deployment of renewable energy].”102
A failure to account internally for how decisions will impact the prospects of meeting carbon
budgets impedes good, long-term decision-making. Just as financial budgets are used as a
key tool in decision-making, so government must use emissions projections.
Such a failure has another consequence: it limits the quality of 'outward-facing' projections
published by government. (Published projections may also be undermined by a deliberate
failure to disclose internal projections that have been made.103) The government's annual
Updated Energy and Emissions (UEE) Projections are the primary means by which progress
is intended to be publicly accounted for. As DECC described them, the UEE Projections are “the primary mechanism for holding Departments to account for performance against
carbon budgets.”104

Yet, for all their undoubted value (not least in allowing the government's overall expectations
of progress and the existence or otherwise of 'policy gaps' to be understood105), the UEE
Projections as currently constituted suffer from important shortcomings.
These problems are illustrated in more detail in the Annex (“Problematic Projections”). But, in
summary, the UEE Projections do not allow for easy policy-level scrutiny of progress towards
meeting carbon budgets. Even though they break down the contributions of different policies
to overall emissions savings, it remains very difficult to understand the contribution of
specific policies towards meeting (or not) future carbon budgets. Moreover, UEE Projections
are effectively static - they are updated only annually so cannot be related to policy decisions
on political timescales. Nor are the UEE Projections revised when significant changes in
circumstance occur, even though doing so would help to keep them as accurate as possible.
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All this means that, as currently constituted, the UEE Projections can only have limited utility
in fulfilling their remit as a "primary mechanism for holding Departments to account" - and in
allowing the "normal person" to understand the climate implications of key policy decisions.
Reforming the UEE Projections might not be the best way to resolve this problem. The UEE
Projections pre-date the Climate Change Act and include a wealth of invaluable data which
do not relate directly to the requirements of the Act.106 The quality or breadth of this
information would inevitably suffer if the UEE Projections were recast to facilitate full and
frequent scrutiny of progress under the Climate Change Act. How else might government
projections fulfil their remit?
One solution would be for government to establish a parallel online portal - perhaps a
'carbon budget transparency platform' - focused on fulfilling the (narrower) functions
needed by the Climate Change Act. This platform would publish up-to-date emissions
projections relating key decisions directly to future carbon budgets in a user-friendly manner.
Under such a model, emissions projections published on this platform would be regularly
updated - whether in response to proposed decisions, decisions just taken, significant
changes in circumstances, or material methodological refinements - to allow the impacts to
be understood on political timescales. As noted, such projections should already form part of
government's decision-making process. Making these processes transparent to enable the
kind of accountability envisioned by the Act should not be unduly burdensome.
Given the neglect of the mechanisms intended to manage progress towards carbon budgets, it
is no surprise that the coherence and adequacy of climate policy is faltering. The new Carbon
Plan - the "Emissions Reduction Plan" - is an opportunity for a "wider reset" - not only of policy,
but also the underlying problem that government is not fully absorbing the implications of the
Climate Change Act. Recommendations on what is needed from this reset and the Emissions
Reduction Plan are made in Section 6.
The following section focuses, first, on what has served in recent years as a prominent and
persistent expression of government’s failure to address the problems described above: the
policy gap in respect of the fourth carbon budget.
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4. The fourth carbon budget policy gap
As explained, the government's 2011 Carbon Plan failed to show how government intended to
meet the fourth carbon budget (2023-2027). In other words, the proposals and policies at that
time prepared by government were projected, if implemented, to deliver an insufficient reduction
in emissions: a "policy gap".
This failure reveals a breach of section 14; something alluded to in a Parliamentary question to
the DECC Secretary of State in May this year.107 But section 14 focuses only on Carbon Plans.
A more general duty is set out in section 13, which requires government at all times to avoid the
existence of a policy gap in relation to any carbon budget that has been set.108 Section 13(1)
reads:
“The Secretary of State must prepare such proposals and policies as the Secretary of State
considers will enable the carbon budgets that have been set under this Act to be met.”

With respect to the fourth carbon budget, the government has been in breach of this legal duty
for a number of years already.
The emissions projections described in the Carbon Plan109 have been succeeded - in 2012,
2013, 2014 and 2015 - by UEE Projections which show that government continues to consider
that the proposals and policies it has prepared - if they deliver "in full"110 - will not enable the
fourth carbon budget to be met.
The existence of the fourth carbon budget policy gap has consistently been acknowledged by
government.111 As the December 2015 UEE Projections state:
"[T]here is currently a shortfall against the fourth carbon budget where our emissions are
projected to be greater than the cap set by the budget. This challenge was acknowledged
when the budget was set in 2011..."
…
"the shortfall we have over the fourth carbon budget has increased, from 133 MtCO 2e last
year [2014] to 187 MtCO2e."112

It may be noted for comparison that the projected shortfall as described in the 2011 Carbon Plan
was “around 181 MtCO2e over the fourth budget period.”113
These projections, therefore, evidence a continuing failure on the part of government to
discharge its legal duty under section 13(1).
In the years since 2011, the fourth carbon budget policy gap has simply not been addressed.
And its continued existence may also impede effective scrutiny of government action by
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diverting attention from how future budgets are to be met to when (or even if) the policy gap will
be closed.
The Act provides for some limited flexibility to allow carbon budgets to be met: by purchasing
international carbon credits or by rolling-over excess progress from earlier carbon budgets.114
However, neither affects the section 13 duty to have plans in place now that are sufficient to
meet future carbon budgets.115 This is of course the philosophy of the Act: to ensure that
governments plan clearly and plan early so the right signals are given to investors and
decarbonisation is smooth and cost-effective.116 It is a philosophy that Amber Rudd, DECC
Secretary of State until July, appreciates:
“I think the carbon budget system of having these windows where you have to plan 15 or 20
years ahead is the right way to do it ...".117

Yet, only six years ahead of the start of the fourth carbon budget period, those plans are absent.
Putting the Climate Change Act back on track is long overdue. And closing the policy gap to
meeting the fourth carbon budget is most pressing of all.
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5. Safeguarding progress under the Act
What role for the Climate Change Act?
Given the failures identified in this report, it is natural to ask: Isn't the Climate Change Act
designed to guard against this? To ensure early and consistent action to meet future carbon
budgets? That climate policy is coherent, transparent and joined-up?
It is. As noted, the Act places specific legal duties on government - for example, to produce
adequate Carbon Plans which specify a single intended route to meeting future carbon budgets.
The Act also - through its Governance Framework - places a range of duties on government
which, though procedural in nature, are legally enforceable and which are intended to bring
about consistent government and policy outcomes.
Furthermore, as ClientEarth found in its 2009 review, it is the “core philosophy of the Act ... that
this built-in series of duties, actions and reports will create the transparency, accountability and
political pressure necessary to achieve the purpose of the legislation.”118
These principles of transparency and accountability run through the Act and will assist in the
interpretation of the Act's provisions. And because the Governance Framework may be
considered an example of what is termed 'new governance'119, the effect may be that novel
practices and rules emerge under the Act and that they themselves must meet certain
standards.120 The Climate Change Act is then seen as a kind of ‘living’ law, “‘generated through
usage’, and not simply laid down from above.”121
An expansive reading of the Act is consistent with the government’s and the CCC's
interpretation of it to date.122 Such a reading also suggests that some of the important failures of
governance identified above - concerning, for example, how policy decisions have been taken,
what information is disclosed publicly and even, to some degree, the substance of those
decisions - can be legal failures. Stated otherwise, effective forms of governance and
accountability are seen to be not merely important, but legally required.
The Committee on Climate Change: not a policeman
As noted, the Committee on Climate Change has consistently expressed its concern about
structural progress to reduce emissions. Its system of traffic light indicators in 2014 scored only
5 out of 23 areas as being "on track" or better. Why then, it might also be asked, has it not been
able to compel improvements from government?
The CCC's remit is broad and covers some hugely important areas.123 But the CCC has its
limits, and is not empowered to compel government to change course.
First, while the CCC makes clear recommendations on policies, it cannot be prescriptive as to
the policy mix that government should adopt.124 That decision is for government alone.
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Secondly, when the CCC measures government progress it does so against its own policy
models and recommendations - those that it develops to demonstrate how carbon budgets can
be met. Meanwhile, the policies formulated by government derive from a different framework:
the Carbon Plan.125 (As we have seen, the policies pursued by government have in fact
developed along lines different from those in the Carbon Plan.) But this means there is in any
case a disconnect between the indicators that the CCC uses to measure progress and the
government's own policy milestones. This means that the CCC's indicators will not in general
relate directly to the likelihood of meeting future carbon budgets126 nor, therefore, allow for 'hardedged' scrutiny of government action.
In other words, the CCC shows how targets can be met, but it cannot force government to act. 127
It is political actors and civil society who must ensure the government meets its obligations through public accountability and through the law courts where the Act itself is breached. If
failures persist without being addressed, it should be no surprise that elements of neglect are
allowed to spread and deepen over time.
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6. Getting back on track - New carbon budget, New Carbon Plan
The fifth carbon budget was set on 21 July 2016, requiring annual emissions for the period
2028-2032 to be an average of 57% below 1990 levels.128
The Act now requires the government to publish a successor to the Carbon Plan to cover the full
period of the fourth and fifth carbon budgets - i.e. to extend to 2032129 - and the new government
has reaffirmed that it will do so.130 The successor to the Carbon Plan is increasingly referred to
as the "new emissions reduction plan"131 and that name (Emissions Reduction Plan) is used in
what follows.
Expressions of commitment - from this government and its predecessor - are to be welcomed,
although of course they are not on their own sufficient. Indeed, numerous statements of good
intent have been made in the past with respect to closing the fourth carbon budget policy gap and not acted upon.132
The May Government may already be testing the water on delaying the release of the Emissions
Reduction Plan. In November 2015, DECC had reaffirmed that the government "will publish a
new emissions reduction plan at the end of 2016 which will set out the proposals [for meeting
the fourth and fifth carbon budgets] in full."133 This timeline was consistent with past practice and
the legal requirement to release the new plan "as soon as is reasonably practicable" after the
new budget is set.134
However in September 2016 it was reported that the "UK may delay release of [its] plan to reach
carbon goals until 2017".135 Nick Hurd, the Climate and Industry Minister, had said in a speech
that "It's more important to get this right than to rush something out that doesn't hit the target."136
Explaining his comments in Parliament, the Minister stressed the "need to get this right", saying:
"if it is done well, it will send signals to market for investment and for the mobilisation of private
capital and the private sector that is fundamental for success."137 This would represent a
welcome departure from the 2011 Carbon Plan insofar as that plan "appear[ed] to be intended to
meet a legal requirement of the Climate Change Act rather than designed to play a meaningful
role in managing the carbon budgets."138
In fact, since the Act mandates "the development of a coherent climate policy agenda", the new
Emissions Reduction Plan must set out a policy pathway that is credible, sustainable and
genuinely deliverable in the coming years.139 The Plan needs to It must also set out a single
intended decarbonisation path to help the management of carbon budgets: to guide future action
and allow for internal and external accountability. To this end, the Emissions Reduction Plan
must provide a degree of specificity that the Carbon Plan's "illustrative scenarios" failed to
provide.
The Act also requires that the Emissions Reduction Plan cannot be published merely "When we
are ready".140 Experience has shown that the timelines in the Act are every bit as crucial as its
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substantive duties. In sum, the Emissions Reduction Plan must be legal and timely as well as
being "right".
The policy gap to meeting the fifth carbon budget is particularly significant: current policies
provide only 50% of the emissions reductions needed.141 But if the development of a new plan
was effortless, there would be no need for a law mandating it.
In meeting the challenge of developing the Emissions Reduction Plan, government should work
openly and with the engagement and support of as wide a range of stakeholders as possible.142
In this respect, Nick Hurd's stated approach is the right one:

“We need to engage with the private sector and non-governmental organisations. This has to
be a shared challenge. We have to make sure that the process is properly connected with the
extremely important substantive and long-term work and thinking being done about the
industrial strategy, ..."143

Outreach to the private sector and civil society has apparently already begun.144 As part of this
process, and in accordance with past practice, the government should consider releasing a draft
of the Plan before it is published. The Emissions Reduction Plan itself should be published
before the end of 2016, in line with the government's intentions.145
Recommendations: The Emissions Reduction Plan
As this report has aimed to show, there is much besides an adequate plan that is needed to
ensure progress towards meeting carbon budgets is properly managed and sustained. (Our
broader recommendations are summarised in the following section). However the new Carbon
Plan / Emissions Reduction Plan will provide the central framework for managing this transition.
As such, it is imperative that it is truly fit-for-purpose from the outset.

The Emissions Reduction Plan must:
1. set out a single, intended policy path which is coherent, sustainable and projected to close
the fourth and fifth carbon budget policy gaps;
2. describe in sufficient detail and clarity "proposals and policies"146 that will (not just
can) deliver the necessary emissions reductions, showing how the expected emissions
savings of each contributes to meeting future carbon budgets;
3. be a 'living' document, updated annually and in a form which allows for direct
comparison from year to year;
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4. re-establish a system of clear and realistic policy milestones to guide the efforts of
individual government departments and against which progress can be judged;
5. integrate with complementary elements of governance (recommendations on which
are summarised in the following section) as they evolve, and describe clearly how they will
function together.

Recommendations: A wider reset
The coming months offer a crucial opportunity to reset not just current policy plans and "to build
a shared vision of the direction of travel"147, but to reset the wider operation of the Act. This
means restoring, or otherwise reinvigorating, the Act's governance mechanisms.

Alongside the release of the Emissions Reduction Plan must come (renewed)
commitment to the following elements of governance:
1 Active and transparent carbon budget management according to key policy
decisions




The impact of all major policy decisions on projected emissions as they relate to
meeting carbon budgets evaluated and incorporated into decision-making. (Where a
decision puts projections off track, corresponding emissions reductions should be
found elsewhere).
These updated emissions projections published frequently in a clear, user-friendly and
timely manner - perhaps best achieved by the creation and maintenance of a 'carbon
budget transparency platform'.148

2 Climate policy integrated across government



A new NET Board (or equivalent), acting transparently, monitoring performance of
climate policies, holding key actors accountable and ensuring progress is sustained.
Carbon budget management pro-actively championed across government by the new
Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy.

3 Policy milestones regularly updated and progress accounted for
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These recommendations are intended to establish a system of governance that ensures
compliance with the Act but that is resilient and flexible enough to allow for future course
correction where necessary. Even the best-laid plans will be revised and refined over time.
It may be noted that many of the recommendations made in this report follow - either explicitly or
implicitly - the stated aims of governments since the Act's adoption in 2008. If implemented, the
result should be a Climate Change Act working as Parliament intended.
The Act allows the government the freedom to choose what policies it will pursue as long as it
meet its statutory emissions targets. This is compliance culture in positive action: where
governments operate in a flexible but consistent way over time within a legal framework of
targets, budgets and decision-making rules and processes.
This report makes no specific recommendations on how government chooses to meet the fourth
and fifth carbon budgets, beyond acknowledging the CCC's important Progress Report from
June this year, which "sets out the areas where policy should be developed and strengthened"
in the Emissions Reduction Plan.149 Particular priorities highlighted by the CCC include the
development of CCS, heat in buildings, transport policy beyond 2020, and mature low-carbon
generation, alongside progress in agriculture and industry.150 Government will also, of course, be
mindful of the recommendations made by industry, technical experts and civil society actors.
The government's response to the Committee's report, expected later in October, should give
important signals on how it is approaching the important challenges ahead.
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Conclusion: The Climate Change Act from 2016
The UK is rightly proud of the Climate Change Act. The Act sets statutory emissions reductions
targets that give stakeholders, investors and the wider business community clear signals about
the direction of travel. It establishes a framework of regular reporting and reappraisal that helps
keep climate change politically salient. It provides independent expert guidance through the
Committee on Climate Change. And it charts a path for emissions reductions which reduces
disruption and costs over the long-term. It adds credibility to the UK's positive climate diplomacy
and it acts as a model and catalyst for the creation of similar climate laws around the world.
The Act can, and must, succeed. But it will not implement itself. Government must invest in the
Act and what it requires.
In the years immediately after 2008, appropriate governance mechanisms were put in place
within government. By 2013, many of these had already been neglected but government
expressed its commitment to reinvigorate them. This report has highlighted how, in the years
since, the Act has continued to be hollowed out, such that its longer-term goals have begun to
be threatened. Failing to invest now in the Act is a false economy.
2016 must come to be seen as the year that the Climate Change Act was revived; when the UK
got back on track. Failing to take full advantage of this opportunity could risk the long-term
success of the Act and all the benefits that go with it.
Setting the fifth carbon budget at the level recommended by the CCC was an important positive
step, reaffirming government's commitment to the Act.
Likewise, the formation of the DBEIS could in time prove to be a positive step. But, of course,
the onus to reinvigorate the Climate Change Act does not lie exclusively with DBEIS. Though
large, it is but one of a number of government departments with a key role to play in achieving
emissions reductions.151 Notably, the commitment of HM Treasury will be crucial.152 For reasons
described in this report, it is an economic as much as an environmental priority to invest in the
Climate Change Act and ensure that it succeeds.
The Act has been neglected for too long. Now is the time to get back on track.
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Annex - Problematic Projections
The following issues make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to use UEE Projections in their
current form to actively scrutinise policy-level progress towards meeting carbon budgets.
First, the Projections are not sufficiently responsive to changing circumstances. A policy’s
Impact Assessment is produced to assess the impact of a new proposal, and is not typically
updated as circumstances change. The Government's UEE Projections are released annually
but are otherwise static. They are not updated on the same timescales as policies are refined or
abandoned.
Secondly, even though a certain complexity is inevitable, the way the Projections are presented
makes them less accessible than necessary. The emissions savings that will result from
individual policies are found in an Excel spreadsheet annexed to the Projections whose figures
are caveated or supplemented by numerous highly technical explanatory notes.
Thirdly, not all key policy decisions are properly captured by the Projections or Impact
Assessments. Take, for example, the decision to increase Vehicle Excise Duty on less polluting
cars, announced in the 2015 Budget: even though concerns have been expressed that the
decision will be environmentally harmful, the government's 'environmental impact assessment'
consisted of the statement that "by strengthening the incentive to purchase zero-emission cars
and ULEVs over conventionally fuelled cars this measure is expected to contribute to the UKs
carbon
emissions
targets."
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/vehicle-exciseduty/vehicle-excise-duty).
A related problem is that, in the Projections, certain policies are not disaggregated from broader
categories. For example the Renewables Obligation sits within a category called
“Decarbonisation policies in the electricity supply industries” which includes Feed-in-Tariffs and
Contracts for Difference, and which in total accounts for GHG emissions savings of 498 MtCO2e
(2014 UEE Projections, Annex D, "All, by sector").
Beyond this, some policies are simply not identified at all. The 2015 UEE Projections state (at
p.14): "The savings from some policies cannot currently be explicitly identified, particularly in the
agriculture and waste management sectors. Nonetheless, these policy savings do contribute to
the projections of emissions and energy demand discussed elsewhere in this report."
Fourthly, although the relevant annex to the UEE Projections contains data in appropriate units
(i.e. MtCO2e), relating these to carbon budgets is not straightforward. Most emissions savings
(by policy) are judged against a pre-April 2009 baseline, while others are listed as contributing to
that baseline ("Baseline policies"). But these policy savings need to be clearly related to the level
of carbon budgets if meaningful assessments of progress are to be possible. Another
complication is how the overlaps between different policies are treated - with the Projections
taking an approach different from Impact Assessments (see, e.g., 2014 UEE Projections, p.27).
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Fifthly, the models that project future emissions are complex (unavoidably so), responding not
only to evolving policy plans but also to changing circumstances and updated methodologies
(eg. fossil fuel prices, economic growth expectations, GHG inventory updates). By way of
example, the CCC found, in its 2015 Progress Report to Parliament, that "Since our last report,
DECC have significantly revised down their projection of emissions expected in the absence of
any policy to reduce them (i.e. the 'baseline projection')" (emphasis added). This can make
comparing UEE Projections, like-for-life and from one year to the next, difficult. However it
should not be impossible provided the changes are clear and transparently accounted for. Yet
this is not always done. In the example cited, the CCC Report continued: "We will be working
closely with DECC to fully understand these changes", suggesting a lack of clarity.
Another example concerns certain methodological changes which informed the 2014 UEE
Projections (see pp.10-11), which remain undisclosed. (As of October 2016, the Projections
website
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-energy-and-emissionsprojections-2014 ) continues to read: "We hope to publish [the methodology update] later in
2015." Similar concerns arise from the failure to reproduce in the 2015 UEE Projections the
summary of the impact of modelling changes that earlier vintages had featured (for example:
Table 2.5 (2014); Table 3.4 (2013)).
More generally, it may be noted that the 2015 Projections report is around half the length of its
predecessor and, when first released, did not include many other data tables that had been
included in earlier years (though most were subsequently released in a separate spreadsheet). It
is hoped that this does not signal any lowering of standards.
Finally, one particular source of potential confusion derives from the way that emissions in the
traded sector of the economy are currently calculated: they are assumed to equal the UK's ETS
allocation, rather than equating to actual emissions (see, e.g., CCC 2016 Progress Report,
pp.26-29). This can be sued to obscure the impact of decisions likely to increase traded sector
emissions. For example, on the environmental impact of its decision to phase out the exemption
from the Climate Change Levy given to renewable energy sources, the government simply
states: "The measure will have no direct impact on the achievement of UK Carbon Budget
targets, as emissions from electricity generation are capped through the EU Emissions Trading
System."
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/climate-change-levy-removal-ofexemption-for-electricity-from-renewable-sources/climate-change-levy-removal-of-exemptionfor-electricity-from-renewable-sources). This may strictly be true as things stand, but the impact
on emissions should in any case be disclosed clearly.
In sum, it is arguable whether the UEE Projections make available to the public all the
information they need to understand the UK's progress towards a low-carbon economy. But it is
surely incontestable that the "normal person" will be frustrated if he or she wishes to understand
the impact of specific government decisions on meeting future carbon budgets. This report
proposes the establishment of a ‘carbon budget transparency platform’ to meet this need.
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And see: CCC, https://www.theccc.org.uk/2016/06/30/ccc-welcomes-government-backing-for-fifth-carbonbudget-and-continued-ambition-to-meet-2050-target/
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Jesse Norman, Minister for Industry and Energy, said in July 2016 that "The government have already
begun to talk positively with businesses, consumers and civil society on the development of our policies
and proposals, and will continue to do so in the coming months." - Hansard, 18 July 2016,
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CCC, June 2016, "Meeting Carbon Budgets - 2016 Progress Report to Parliament", p.21.
For an overview of the CCC's recommendations, see for example Table 1 (pp.16-17), Table 1.3 (p.35).
150
CCC, June 2016, "Meeting Carbon Budgets - 2016 Progress Report to Parliament", pp.13-14.
The CCC has, on a number of occasions, stressed the importance of CCS development. See eg.: Letter
from Lord Deben, CCC Chair to the Secretary of State, 6 July 2016, "A strategic approach to Carbon
Capture and Storage", refers to an estimate that "the costs of meeting the UK's 2050 target … would
approximately double without CCS." The letter describes how the least-cost pathway implies "deployment
of CCS at scale from the mid-2020s and increasing thereafter. This will require UK action to start now."
151
In particular, the Department for Communities and Local Government, the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, and the Department for Transport.
152
The Treasury is not only a powerful department within government. It has also - at times at least sought to exercise a negative influence on climate ambition:
The Guardian, 22 July 2014, "George Osborne defeated in attempt to weaken UK carbon budget",
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The NAO's 2013 report ("Carbon Budget Management") suggests (at para 1.16) that the NET Board may
increasingly have been sidelined by the Economic Affairs Committee; a cabinet committee chaired by the
Chancellor.
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